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Abstract
Sketch-based image retrieval (SBIR) is an emerging task in computer vision. Research interests have arisen in solving this
problem under the realistic and challenging setting of zero-shot learning. Given a sketch as a query, the search goal is to
retrieve the corresponding photographs in a zero-shot scenario. In this paper, we divide the aforementioned challenging work
into three tasks and propose a sharing model framework that addresses these problems. First, the weights of the proposed
sharing model effectively reduced the modality gap between sketches and photographs. Second, semantic information was used
to handle different label spaces during the training and testing stages. The sketch and photograph domains share semantic
information. Finally, a memory mechanism is used to reduce the intrinsic variety in sketches, even if they all belong to the
same class. Sketches and photographs dominate the embeddings in turn. Because sketches are not limited by language, our
ultimate goal is to find a method to replace text searches. We also designed a demonstration program to demonstrate the use
of the proposed method in real-world applications. Our results indicate that the proposed method exhibits considerably higher
zero-shot SBIR performance than do other state-of-the-art methods on the challenging Sketchy, TU-Berlin, and QuickDraw
datasets.

CCS Concepts
• Information system → Information retrieval; • Computing methodologies → Machine learning;

1. Introduction

Sketch-based image retrieval (SBIR) is widely recognized as a cru-
cial vision problem in a wide range of real-world applications. The
aim of SBIR is to retrieve natural photographs that are similar
to hand-drawn sketches. Although sketches are abstractive, their
structural details can provide more information than the text. SBIR
can be used to complement conventional text–image cross-modal
retrieval methods or classical content-based image retrieval pro-
tocols. Moreover, SBIR can serve as an alternative to text-based
image retrieval in certain situations. However, there is no guaran-
tee that all possible queries covering all object categories can be
collected in a training set. Therefore, zero-shot SBIR (ZS-SBIR)
is used as a practical solution for real-world cases. In ZS-SBIR,
conventional SBIR and zero-shot learning (ZSL) are combined in a
new task.

ZS-SBIR is extremely challenging because a large domain gap,
intra-class variability, and limited knowledge regarding unobserved
classes must be simultaneously handled in this task. Many stud-
ies have investigated the ZS-SBIR [DRD*19, DA19, LXWY19,
SLSS18, TXW*21, XDYW20, YRMM18]. The sketch and pho-
tograph features were intuitively projected onto a joint embedding
space with cross-entropy loss. Because of the heterogeneous char-

acteristics of sketches and photographs, a simple projection cannot
effectively reduce the domain gap. Sketches usually depict a spe-
cific object using simple strokes, whereas photographs have rich
colors and complex backgrounds. A simple projection can result in
the loss of many sketch and photographic features. Moreover, the
cross-entropy loss cannot reveal the relationship between sketches
and photographs of the same class.

A common solution to this problem is to employ a generative
model. Additional modules (e.g., generators and discriminators)
enable the synthesis of photographic features from sketch features
to prevent feature insufficiency. Deep generative models reduce
feature loss but ignore the rich discriminative features acquired
by the pretrained model and thus might exhibit overfitting. Liu
[LXWY19] called this phenomenon catastrophic forgetting, which
often occurs during fine-tuning processes because of its irrelevance
to new tasks.

To address these shortcomings, we developed a novel sharing
model framework. First, certain parameters are shared between the
sketch and photograph feature extractors to reduce the domain gap
between two modalities. The soft weighting strategy involves learn-
ing modality-common and modality-specific features. The layers of
a convolutional neural network (CNN) model can effectively learn
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image characteristics. The batch normalization layer of a CNN
model uses an independent mean and variance, so that the model
can preserve its unique features in modalities. Second, to transfer
knowledge from the training stage to the testing stage, the incon-
sistency in label spaces in the ZSL is addressed. Semantic embed-
dings extracted from nonlinear programming models were incorpo-
rated into the teacher models to enhance their generality. A teacher
model preserves the rich features in the pretrained model by shar-
ing features with a student model. In addition to connecting the two
domains, semantic information establishes a link between the seen
and unseen categories. Third, to smooth the interclass diversity in
the sketches, a memory mechanism was adopted. The sketch sam-
ples to be retained in memory are determined according to the aver-
age photograph feature, and the average sketch feature in memory
controls the embeddings of the sketches; thus, the inherent differ-
ence can be smoothed.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows. First, the
weights of the proposed sharing model effectively reduced the
modality gap between sketches and photographs. Second, seman-
tic information was used to handle different label spaces during
the training and testing stages. The text and photograph domains
share the same semantic information. Third, a memory mechanism
is applied to reduce the intrinsic variety in sketches, even if they all
belong to the same class. Fourth, extensive experiments were per-
formed on three large ZS-SBIR datasets: Sketchy, TU-Berlin, and
QuickDraw. The experimental results indicate that the proposed ap-
proach outperforms the relevant state-of-the-art methods.

2. Related Work

2.1. Sketch-Based Image Retrieval

The aim of SBIR is to bridge the domain gap between sketches and
photographs. Studies on SBIR can be divided into two categories:
those conduct SBIR using handcrafted features and deep-learning-
based methods. SBIR based on handcrafted features involves the
use of edge maps extracted from photographs with off-the-shelf de-
scriptors. Some methods for SBIR based on handcrafted features
involve extracting the edge map from a natural image and then
matching it with the sketch of the image by using a bag-of-words
model with specific designed SBIR feature descriptors, such as the
histogram of oriented gradients [HC13], histogram of edge local
orientations [Saa14], and learned key shapes [SBO15] descriptors.
Subsequently, various semantic models [MCCD13, Mil98, PSM14]
were used as bridges between the sketches and photographs. How-
ever, it is difficult to reduce the domain gap because matching edge
maps with unaligned hand-drawn sketches is extremely challeng-
ing. This problem is addressed using neural network models that
can conduct end-to-end learning on features that can be transferred
between the sketch and photograph domains. Some information is
inevitably lost because the descriptors are not tailored for SBIR. In
SBIR based on deep-learning-based methods, neural networks are
adopted to extract deep features. For example, Qi [QSZL16] used
a Siamese architecture to improve feature discriminability. Most
SBIR approaches based on deep learning methods involve the in-
troduction of ranking losses, such as contrastive loss [KTW*20]
and triplet loss [SKP15], in model training.

2.2. Zero-Shot Learning

ZSL in computer vision refers to the recognition of objects that
are not observed during the training phase. Thus, ZSL focuses on
transferring knowledge from seen classes to unseen classes. Early
studies on ZSL [DA19, KTW*20, SLSS18] used attributes in a two-
stage approach to infer the label of an image belonging to an unseen
class. However, in recent studies on ZSL, direct mapping has been
performed from the image feature space to the semantic space. Se-
mantic information is often used in ZSL, such as attribute annota-
tions [APHS15], hierarchical model data [Mil98], and word vectors
[MCCD13, PSM14]. ZSL methods can also be divided into two cat-
egories: embedding-based and generative approaches. Embedding-
based approaches aim to learn multimodal embeddings, and frame-
works based on these approaches align visual and semantic spaces
[SES*19] or map these spaces to a common intermediate space
[AMFS16, LLS*17, ZS16]. For example, a stacked encoder model
[KXG17] uses an auto-encoder to map visual features to seman-
tic embeddings. Generative approaches [XDYW20, YRMM18] pri-
marily involve the use of generators to synthesize features of un-
seen classes in accordance with semantic relations. For instance, Li
[LJL*19] trained a conditional Wasserstein generative adversarial
network to generate fake features. Moreover, Chen [CD19] inte-
grated these two types of methods into a hybrid model.

2.3. Zero-Shot SBIR

ZS-SBIR involves a combination of ZSL and SBIR, and is a
more realistic process than ZSL and SBIR alone. Although pro-
ducing large sketch datasets is a labor-intensive process because
sketches must be drawn manually, the existing data are used ap-
propriately in ZS-SBIR. Shen [SLSS18] pioneered ZS-SBIR and
proposed a cross-modal hashing method for this process. Yela-
marthi [YRMM18] used an auto-encoder to generate additional de-
tails from sketch features. Dutta and Akata [DA19] constructed a
paired-cycle-consistent generative model using adversarial training
to assist in the alignment of two the modalities. Xu [XDYW20]
adopted a progressive projection strategy, in which strong seman-
tic supervision was maintained. They decomposed visual features
into domain and semantic ones and then projected all features into
a common space. Liu [LXWY19] regarded ZS-SBIR as a catas-
trophic forgetting problem and designed a teacher–student net-
work for knowledge distillation. They fine-tuned their pre-trained
model in an economical manner and leveraged semantic infor-
mation, such as the inter-class relationship, to achieve knowl-
edge preservation. Tian [TXW*21] used generalizable embeddings
rather than semantic embeddings to achieve knowledge distilla-
tion. Liu [LXWY19] enabled feature transferability from photos to
sketches, and achieved knowledge preservation in realistic cases.
Based on knowledge distillation, Wang [WDLT21] introduced a
soft-weight strategy and was dedicated to narrowing the domain
gap. However, Liu [LXWY19] and Wang [WDLT21] ignored the
fact that diverse drawing styles in sketches also degrade perfor-
mance. Wang [WWY*21] adopted the concept of memory to alle-
viate this problem, which was concerned with intra-class relation-
ship.
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Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed sharing model framework. (1) Coupled Convolutional Backbones. (2) Joint Embedding Network.
(3) Feature Transferability. (4) Semantic Augmentation. (5) Memory Mechanism.

3. Proposed Approach

This section begins with a description of the ZS-SBIR problem
definition and its solution. In particular, intra-class diversity in
sketches, which is often neglected, was considered in this study.
Figure 1 shows the architecture of the proposed sharing model
framework. This framework comprises five modules: two coupled
convolutional backbones, a joint embedding network, a feature
transferability mechanism, a semantic augmentation mechanism,
and a memory mechanism. The concept of sharing forms the ba-
sis for our solution to this problem. The details of these modules
will be discussed in this section.

First, the problem definition is following: The dataset used
in ZS-SBIR comprises training and testing subsets: The training
set is composed of photographs (Pseen = {(pi,yi) |yi ∈Cseen}N1

i=1),
sketches (Sseen = {(si,yi) |yi ∈Cseen}N2

i=1), and semantic embed-
dings (W seen = {wseen

i }N3
i=1) from the seen categories (Cseen),

where yi represents the class label. The testing set contains
photographs (Punseen = {(pi,yi) |yi ∈Cunseen}M1

i=1) and sketches
(Sunseen = {(si,yi) |yi ∈Cunseen}M2

i=1) from unseen categories
(Cunseen). N1,N2,N3,M1, and M2 represent the numbers of cor-
responding data. Under the zero-shot setting, Cseen and Cunseen are
disjoint, that is, Cseen ∩Cunseen = φ. Data from Cseen are used to
construct a retrieval model during the training phase. In the testing
phase, given a sketch s∈ Sunseen with a label ys ∈Cunseen as a query,
the ultimate goal is to retrieve similar photographs p ∈ Punseen with
labels yp ∈Cunseen, that is, ys = yp.

3.1. Coupled Convolutional Backbones

Coupled convolutional backbones comprise a photograph encoder
and a sketch encoder, and ResNet50 is adopted as the initial CNN
feature extractor. In some previous studies, researchers used two
completely independent networks as encoders without sharing pa-
rameters [DRD*19, DA19, YRMM18], which resulted in overfit-
ting to a certain extent. In contrast, other researchers have employed
a hard weight-sharing strategy [LXWY19, TXW*21, WWY*21],
in which a feature extractor is used on all data. This method re-
duces the domain gap; however, because most of the adopted mod-
els are pre-trained on ImageNet, the model parameters exhibit a
strong bias toward the photograph dataset. Consequently, inspired
by Wang [WDLT21], we adopted a soft weight-sharing strategy
as a compromise between the aforementioned strategies. When us-
ing the soft weight-sharing strategy, the photograph and sketch en-
coders can simultaneously learn discriminative representations and
reduce the domain gap. The proposed functions Gs : Ro → Rt and
Gp : Ro → Rt (o is the dimension of original data and t is the di-
mension of intermediate feature vectors) represent actions of sketch
encoder and photograph encoder, respectively. These functions can
be formulated as follows:

V s = Gs (S;θs) , V p = Gp (P;θp)

where V s and V p are intermediate representations of the sketch and
photograph encoders, respectively. The sketch encoder with the pa-
rameter θs and the photograph encoder with the parameter θp opti-
mize the sketch and photograph modalities, respectively. We used
convolutional layers, pooling layers, and batch normalization lay-
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ers to implement the soft weight-sharing strategy. Convolutional
layers are designed to learn visual information. Pooling layers then
extract the patterns of images (e.g., edges). The batch normaliza-
tion layers solve internal covariate shift by calculating the mean
and variance of batch wise data, which ensures the uniqueness of
the input. Consequently, during the fine-tuning process, the two en-
coders shared all the parameters, except for the parameters in the
batch normalization layers. The sharing loss is defined as follows:

Lshare = ∑
l

1 [l /∈ BN] ·
∥∥∥θ

l
s −θ

l
p

∥∥∥2

2

where BN is the abbreviation for batch normalization and
1 [l /∈ BN] is an indicator function. The terms θ

l
s and θ

l
p are the pa-

rameters of the sketch and photograph encoders in layer l, respec-

tively. For
∥∥∥θ

l
s −θ

l
p

∥∥∥2

2
, the Frobenius norm is used to compute the

matrix norm. If l does not belong to the BN layer, then the matrix
norm is accumulated. Furthermore, hard and soft sharing strategies
can be analyzed from the gradient aspect. The loss is formulated as
follows:

L= Ls (Gs (s,ys) ;θs)+Lp (Gp (p,yp) ;θp)+λshare ·Lshare

= Ls (Gs (s,ys) ;θs)+Lp (Gp (p,yp) ;θp)+λshare∥θs −θp∥2
2

where λshare is the coefficient of sharing loss and ys and yp are the
labels of the sketches and photographs, respectively. For the hard
sharing strategy, all models share the same parameters, including
those of the batch normalization layers. Therefore, θ = θs = θp ,
and the indicator function in Lshare was deleted. The loss gradient
is computed as follows:

∂L
∂θ

=
∂Ls (Gs (s,ys) ;θ)+∂Lp (Gp (p,yp) ;θ)

∂θ

No other restrictions exist on the two modalities; thus, the entire
training process may be imbalanced and has the tendency to opti-
mize the photograph modality because of the pretrained model. For
the soft-sharing strategy, the gradients of θs and θp are computed
as follows:

∂L
∂θs

=
∂Ls (Gs (s,ys) ;θs)+λshare ·Lshare

∂θs

∂L
∂θp

=
∂Lp (Gp (p,yp) ;θp)+λshare ·Lshare

∂θp

The antecedent and consequent of the numerator represent the
tradeoff between discriminability and reducing the domain gap.
Thus, encoders obey similar feature extraction rules and simulta-
neously reserve their own characteristics. The two aforementioned
encoders not only learn modality-common features but also retain
their modality-specific features.

3.2. Joint Embedding Network

After intermediate representations of sketches (V s) and pho-
tographs (V p) are acquired, retrieval features can be obtained. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates the function of the joint embedding network. The
representations V s and V p passed through the same single fully
connected layer to learn the retrieval features. This operation also
reduces the domain gap to certain extent. The term f : Rt → Rd

(d is the dimension of retrieval features) represents the function of
the joint embedding network. Moreover, the generation of retrieval
features can be formulated as follows:

Es = f
(
V s;θ

)
, E p = f

(
V p;θ

)
where θ is the parameter of the joint embedding network f . The
standardization and reduction of the dimension of retrieval features
make the retrieval task more practical because the dimension of the
features influences the speed of the retrieval task. After the afore-
mentioned operation , all the features are projected into a common
space, namely the embedding feature space. In Figure 1, the same
color in the embedding feature space represents data from the same
modality, and the same shape represents data from the same cate-
gory.

3.3. Feature Transferability

To increase feature discriminability, cross-entropy loss (defined as
the benchmark loss in Figure 1) was incorporated into the training
process. This loss can be expressed as follows:

Lbenchmark =−E
[
logP

(
yi|Xb

i

)]
=

1
N ∑

i
(− log

exp
(

Xb
i

)
∑k∈Cseen exp

(
Xb

k

) )
where the superscript b represents the SBIR benchmark dataset,
and y represents the one-hot label. Term X can be Es or E p. By
using benchmark loss, feature knowledge from the ImageNet clas-
sification task can be fine-tuned and implemented in a new task
on the SBIR dataset. The inconsistency in the label space between
seen and unseen classes must be addressed. Therefore, the con-
cept of knowledge distillation was adopted. Knowledge distillation
[YXQY18] involves transferring deep knowledge from a teacher
network to a student network. The teacher model teaches the stu-
dent model to remember abundant visual features and make good
ImageNet label predictions. We selected an ImageNet-pretrained
network, ResNet50, as the teacher model. The knowledge distilla-
tion loss is related only to the photograph modality. This loss is
similar to the benchmark loss and can be formulated as follows:

Lkd =−E
[
logP

(
yi|X t

i
)]

=
1
N ∑

i
∑

m∈Ct

−qt
i,m log

exp
(
X t

i
)

∑k∈Ct exp
(
X t

k

)
where the superscript t represents the ImageNet dataset, qt

i is the
supervised probability of sample X belonging to each category in
Ct , and qt

i is the pseudo ImageNet label generated by the teacher
model. During the training phase, the parameters of the teacher
model are fixed such that stable implicit semantic information is
included in the pseudo-labels. The feature transferability loss is de-
fined as follows:

Ltrans = Lbenchmark +Lkd

3.4. Semantic Augmentation

Semantic supervision is crucial in ZSL, because semantic informa-
tion is similar to a dictionary that provides a global view. There-
fore, we adopted a widely used text model, namely Word2Vec
[MCCD13], to obtain semantic information. Word2Vec was trained
on a part of the Google News dataset (roughly 100 billion words) to
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obtain text representations. Words are embedded into vectors and
projected into a high-dimensional vector space, and triplet loss is
used to constrain the relationships between the features under the
supervision of the text model. Triplet loss is a type of ranking loss
that shortens the distance between samples if they are similar and
increases the distance between samples if they are dissimilar.

As displayed in Figure 2, the sketch and photograph features and
semantic vectors are projected into a common space. The anchor is
the result of interpolation between the sketch or photograph fea-
tures and semantic vectors. The interpolation formula is as follows:

Zi = h
(
W seen

i ,θw
)
, IA

i = β ·Zi +(1−β) ·Xi, 0 ≤ β ≤ 1

where h is a fully connected layer with the parameter θw that
projects semantic vectors W seen

i from the original dimension to Rd .
Xi can be Es or E p. IA

i represents the interpolation result, and the
superscript A denotes the anchor. The value of β is random.

Figure 2: Interpolation between semantic vectors and sketch or
photograph features.

Some studies [DA19, YRMM18] have used generative models to
handle semantic information. Compared with interpolation mod-
els, generative models require additional epochs for training, and
they may exhibit overfitting in certain model branches. Interpola-
tion provides sufficient diversity for training, and complex treat-
ment is not required because all the adopted modules are already
well trained for their original tasks. To ensure maximum improve-
ment , the hardest positive and negative samples were selected for
anchoring to calculate the triplet loss. The hardest positive sam-
ple represents the sketch or photograph sample that belongs to the
same class as the anchor but is farthest from the anchor. The hard-
est negative sample represents the sketch or photograph sample that
belongs to a different class and is closest to the anchor. The afore-
mentioned process is expressed as follows:

Ipos
i = argmax

j,W seen
j =W seen

i

D
(

IA
i ,X j

)
, Ineg

i = argmin
j,W seen

j ̸=W seen
i

D
(

IA
i ,X j

)

Ltriplet =
batch

∑
j=1

ϕ

(
D
(

IA
j , I

pos
j

)
−D

(
IA

j , I
neg
j

)
+margin

)
where the superscript pos represents a positive sample, the super-
script neg represents a negative sample, and D is the Euclidean
distance function. A distance function is used to select the hard-
est positive and negative samples. The margin value depends on
the dataset used and is employed to ensure that after triplet loss
adjusts the interclass distance, different categories can be strongly
distinguished. The term ϕ represents the soft-plus activation func-
tion. Figure 3 illustrates the process . In summary, the addition of
semantic information to a model can be considered to be a form

of data augmentation. The generality of the model is enhanced by
using a text model.

Figure 3: (Left) Initial projection in the common space and
(right) our ideal result after adopting triplet loss.

3.5. Memory Mechanism

Hand-drawn sketches can be quite different to and less abundant
than photographs. Therefore, feature embeddings are often con-
sidered outliers. Inspired by Wang [WWY*21], we use a memory
mechanism to solve this problem. Prototype learning [YZYL18] is
the basis of the adopted memory mechanism. This type of learning
was originally designed for few-shot learning. In prototype learn-
ing, the average of features becomes the prototype of each category
to avoid extreme cases. In the adopted memory mechanism, a mem-
ory bank that can store k samples per class is prepared. When the
memory storage is less than k, a sketch feature of the class can
be added at will to the storage. However, when the memory stor-
age is full, a decision must be made regarding whether to remove
a sample from the memory and add a new one or simply retain
the existing samples. Take “spoon” category as an example. The
y label with hat is the ground truth; otherwise, is the prediction.
U p =

{
E p|yp̂ = yŝ

}
represents a set of photographs that belongs to

the “spoon” class as a new “spoon” sketch query. Although our pre-
dictions might be incorrect during training, we only considered the
correct predictions here. E p

avg represents the mean feature of U p.
The sketch in the memory that is farthest from E p

avg is replaced by
the new sketch. Otherwise, the memory maintains the original state
if the new sketch is the farthest one. The criterion for calculating
distance is cosine similarity. The aforementioned rules are followed
to update the memory Ms =

{
Es|ys = yŝ

}
. Moreover, the magni-

tude of Ms is equal to k (i.e. |Ms|= k). We considered only the top
k sketch features near to E p

avg. Figure 4 illustrates the adopted up-
date mechanism. Finally, the mean feature of the sketches (Es

avg) in
memory Ms is calculated, and all photograph features should not
be too far from Es

avg. Their summation is defined as the memory
loss. Figure 5 illustrates the aforementioned calculation process.
The relevant formulas for this process are as follows:

E p
avg =

1
|U p| ∑

E p∈U p
E p, Es

avg =
1

|Ms| ∑
Es∈Ms

Es

Lmemory =
batch

∑
i

cosine similarity(E p
i ,E

s
avg)
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The photograph features dominate the sketch embedding results be-
cause they determine the members of the memory bank . Therefore,
the intrinsic sketch diversity can be reduced. Irrespective of the type
of sketches, the sketch embeddings are not considered outliers.

Figure 4: Memory update when a new sketch query is generated.
The green solid circle represents E p

avg. The dotted lines between
E p

avg and the sketches indicate their cosine similarities.

Figure 5: Calculation of the memory loss for a data batch. For
example, for all photographs labeled ”spoon,” the loss is computed
with Es

avg, which is denoted by the orange solid circle.

3.6. Objective and Optimization

Because our proposed modality loss is constrained in terms of shar-
ing, feature transferability, triplet loss, and memory mechanism, the
total modality loss can be expressed as follows:

L= λshare ·Lshare+λtrans ·Ltrans+λtriplet ·Ltriplet +λmemory ·Lmemory

where λshare,λtrans,λtriplet ,λmemory are coefficients for balancing
the overall model performance . Our objective is to minimize the
loss function.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets

Three large-scale sketch datasets are widely used for the ZS-SBIR:
Sketchy, TU-Berlin, and QuickDraw.

Sketchy was initially created for fine-grained retrieval
[SBHH16], and each sketch was drawn using a correspond-
ing photograph as a reference. This dataset initially contains
75,471 sketches and 12,500 photographs from 125 categories.

Later, Liu [LSS*17] collected an additional 60,502 photographs
from ImageNet so that Sketchy could be adapted for SBIR.
Sketchy now contains 73,002 photographs and 75,471 sketches
from 125 categories. Shen [SLSS18] randomly selected 25 classes
from this category as the test set. However, the classes selected
in the ZSL should not overlap with the ImageNet categories.
Consequently, Yelamarthi [YRMM18] selected 21 classes that did
not overlap with ImageNet categories. These classes were used in
the experiments.

TU −Berlin consists of 20,000 freehand sketches belonging to
250 categories [EHA12]. The dataset was originally used for sketch
classification and recognition. The main disadvantage of TU-Berlin
is the ambiguity in the naming of its labels, such as “seagull”
and “flying-bird.” Zhang [ZLZ*16] collected an additional 204,489
photographs to extend the dataset. We selected the 30 classes used
by Shen [SLSS18] as a test set and used the remaining 220 classes
as a training set.

QuickDraw is a dataset obtained by Google [JRK*16] that com-
prises 50 million amateur sketches belonging to 345 categories. To
make this dataset suitable for SBIR, Dey [DRD*19] selected 110 of
345 categories. QuickDraw contains 330,000 sketches and 204,000
photographs. The sketches in QuickDraw are more abstract than
those in TU-Berlin and Sketchy. Thus, QuickDraw is more realistic
than TU-Berlin and Sketchy. In accordance with the study by Dey
[DRD*19], we selected 30 classes as the test set and the remaining
classes as the training set.

4.2. Implementation Details

All the experiments in this study were conducted on Pytorch using
two GTX 1080 Ti graphics processing units. The proposed frame-
work was trained using the Adam optimizer with β1 = 0.9 and β2
= 0.999. The initial learning rate was 0.0001, weight decay param-
eter was 0.0005, and batch size was 36. The maximum number of
epochs was set to 25, and the model with the highest sketch classi-
fication accuracy was selected. The input size of the photographs
and sketches was 224 × 224 pixels. Except for the margin, the
other parameters were fixed for the three datasets ( λshare= 1000,
λtrans=1, λtriplet= 1, and λmemory= 1). The margin value was 1.0 for
Sketchy, 0.1 for TU-Berlin, and 1.0 for QuickDraw. Because labels
in TU-Berlin are ambiguous, a strict or large margin is unsuitable.
Moreover, we used the ImageNet-pretrained ResNet50 architecture
as our teacher model, sketch encoder, and photograph encoder. The
parameters of the teacher model were fixed during the training. The
adopted pre-trained model can be replaced if a more powerful fea-
ture extractor is developed in the future.

4.3. Comparison with Peer Methods

To evaluate our model, we compared its performance with that
of relevant state-of-the-art methods proposed in previous studies
on SBIR, ZSL, and ZS-SBIR. A performance comparison was
conducted for the 64- and 512-dimensional features. The 64-
dimensional features are of two forms: real-valued features and
binary codes. Table 1 presents the performance of the compared
methods. In Table 1, mAP and Prec@N are commonly used metrics
for evaluating the performance of retrieval and object detection
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tasks. mAP stands for Mean Average Precision and it involves
taking the average precision for each class and then averaging
them across all classes. Prec@N represents the accuracy within
the top N predictions. ZS-SBIR outperformed SBIR. Unlike ZSL,
only the domain gap is considered when neglecting the label space
differences in SBIR. The knowledge learned from the training
stage was not successfully transferred to the testing stage. Thus,
the model exhibits overfitting and cannot be generalized to new
categories. The performance of the ZSL was considerably lower
than that of ZS-SBIR. In ZSL, only the consistency label space
is considered during training and testing; however, the domain
gap between the two modalities is not addressed, which results

in the two modalities lying in different manifolds. The proposed
ZS-SBIR method outperformed the existing ZSL, SBIR, and
ZS-SBIR methods in the majority of the conducted experiments.

• For Sketchy, our method outperformed the other methods
in all cases except for PDFD [XDYW20] under split 1 and TCN
[WDLT21] under split 2. Sketchy has an implicit one-to-one
mapping characteristic because it was originally created for fine-
grained retrieval. Therefore, previous studies [DA19, XDYW20]
trained a more fitting model as the pretrained model. If our sketch
and photograph encoders same as PDFD are adopted [XDYW20],
the model performance would improve considerably. The results
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of the performance comparison are listed in Table 2.

• For TU − Berlin, our proposed method exhibited the best
mAP@all results in all situations, especially for 512-dimensional
features. Regardless of whether we win or lose, our overall
performance remains topnotch.

• For QuickDraw, the proposed method exhibited a good
performance in terms of mAP@all ; however, its performance
was marginally lower than that of RDKD in terms of Prec@100.
Although the precision of the proposed method for the first 100
retrievals was not very high, it still retrieved more correct pho-
tographs than the other methods. The QuickDraw dataset contains
many amateur sketches that humans find difficult to distinguish.
Therefore, the adopted methods exhibited poorer performance on
this dataset than on the other two datasets.

• On average, the proposed method exhibits state-of-the-art
performance for all datasets. In particular, the proposed method
outperformed state-of-the-art methods on Sketchy by a consider-
able margin. The experimental results indicate the superiority of
the proposed approach over the other methods.

4.4. Ablation Studies

To analyze the effect of every component of our model, we ablated
the loss term of each component. For convenience, the experiments
were conducted only on Sketchy under split 1, and the relevant re-
sults are presented in Table 3. Model 1 contains all the loss terms
and represents the proposed method. One loss term was removed in
sequence to create four additional models, models 2–5, to test the
usefulness of each loss function. The inferences obtained from Ta-
ble 3 are described in the following text. The results obtained with
model 2 indicated that Lshare was the most important loss compo-
nent. In the absence of Lshare, the sketch embeddings lacked su-
pervision from the photograph domain, which resulted in the ne-
glect of the domain gap and a reduction in discriminability. Weight
sharing has a significant impact on capturing the crucial features.
Because we only utilize a hand-drawn sketch to search during the
testing stage, the ability to capture features is essential. The results
obtained with model 3 indicate that Ltriplet improves model per-
formance through the addition of semantic information and metric
learning. Traditional triplet metric learning aids retrieval of features
while maintaining sample similarity. The aforementioned results

also suggest that the addition of semantic information to the anchor
brought it closer to the class center. Model 4 ablated Ltrans, and
Ltrans consisted of Lkd and Lbenchmark, which were used to boost
the model discriminability. In particular, Lkd preserved the feature
extraction knowledge from the teacher model so that we could bet-
ter deal with the zero-shot scenario under the supervision of Im-
ageNet labels, whereas Lbenchmark concentrated on learning the
benchmark dataset features. ZS-SBIR benefited from Ltriplet and
Ltrans despite being less powerful than Lshare. Finally, although
Lmemory was not as informative as the other loss terms, the results
indicated that it could solve the sketch diversity problem.

4.5. Demo Application

An application program was developed to demonstrate the pro-
posed method using a simple user interface, as shown in Figure
6. Our search application consists of one drawing area, two but-
tons (clear and submit), and a search result area. Users can draw
sketches freely. After finishing the drawing, the user can submit
using the right button and search for the corresponding photos ac-
cording to the user’s sketch. Users can clean the sketch using the
left “Clear” button. Finally, the corresponding top ten photos were
obtained according to the input sketch.

Figure 6: Our demo searching application. Users drew a sofa
sketch and a chair sketch as queries, respectively.
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(a) Model without Lshare (b) Model without Ltrans (c) Our proposed method

Figure 7: The figures from left to right illustrate the training process of the proposed model. We selected categories with 64-dimensional
features to demonstrate our results, and one color represents one class.

4.6. Experiment Analysis

Visualization o f Embeddings: In accordance with the ablation
results presented in Table 3, we selected three settings to prove
the effectiveness of our model. The worst result was obtained
when using the model without Lshare , as shown in Figure 7(a). A
large domain gap exists in the two-dimensional embedding space
because the retrieval features are almost randomly distributed.
Figure 7(b) depicts the result obtained without Ltrans, which is
better than the result displayed in Figure 7(a). Dots of the same
color are closer in Figure 7(b) than in Figure 7(a), where each color
represents a different category. The final result is showed in Figure
7(c), which represents an improvement over the embedding results
displayed in Figure 7(b). The clusters converged most strongly.

Visualization o f the Retrieval Results: We visualized some
retrieval results from the three benchmark datasets for quali-
tative analysis, as shown in Figures 8, 9 and 10. The input is
a hand-drawn sketch in the first column that retrieves the top
eight photograph results for each query. The color boxes are
marked by hand additionally for ease of understanding. Green
border and Red border stands for correct and incorrect retrievals.
All the photographs were obtained with 512 retrieval features.
In most cases, our model found photographs belonging to the
same category as the sketch query. However, as displayed in the
fourth row of Figure 9, incorrect results were obtained in some
cases because the shape of the bottle opener resembles that of a
frying pan. Similar errors are depicted in Figure 10, and incorrect
retrievals could occur when the shape and structure patterns of
the sketch query and photograph candidates are strikingly similar.
Consequently, we inferred that shape relations rather than semantic
information dominated retrieval outcomes.

4.7. Efficiency Discussion

Because of its low storage cost and fast query speed, hashing has
been widely used in large-scale image retrieval tasks. Because bi-
nary hashing simplifies the distance vectors, it often results in poor
performance. Therefore, most ZS-SBIR papers focus on search ac-
curacy, and little attention has been given to retrieval speed using
binary hashing [WDLT21, ZLW*22]. The main purpose of this
study is to focus on search accuracy. Consequently, our program
was developed without hashing, to demonstrate the application of
sketch-based image retrieval. In our program, if there are N im-

ages in the database, the search time will increase as the number
of images increases because each image must be compared with
the sketch query for similarity. As a result, the search process is
obviously time consuming.

In the future, the performance of the hashing method, which is
encoded as a binary code from real-valued features to accelerate
retrieval speed, such as multiple code hashing for efficient image
retrieval, will be investigated. Additionally, parallel programming
is another simple way to improve efficiency and adapt to real-world
applications.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this study, a novel method was developed to solve ZS-SBIR
problems. Extensive experiments were conducted on three large-
scale ZS-SBIR datasets, and these experiments indicated that the
proposed approach is superior to the existing state-of-the-art meth-
ods. This study focuses on the trade-off between shared and private
features. In the proposed method, shared encoders and a joint em-
bedding network are first used to learn the effective features and
reduce the domain gap. Second, using a teacher model and bench-
mark loss, knowledge is successfully transferred to the target task
while preserving the feature extraction ability. Third, the obstacle in
ZSL is overcome by adding semantic information to the model and
then matching it through triplet metric learning. Finally, a mem-
ory mechanism was used to reduce the diversity of hand-drawn
sketches.

ZS-SBIR is a complex problem derived from the real world, and
we thoroughly examined ZS-SBIR and suggested appropriate so-
lutions for each task. Our experiments showed that the most effec-
tive technique would be to propose appropriate solutions for each
sub-challenge. Our advantage lies in comprehensively addressing
aspects that were previously overlooked and in achieving perfor-
mance improvements. In addition, according to our observations,
the most important factors affecting the performance of the pro-
posed model are the shape and structure of the unknown samples.
Zero-shot classification may be a possible solution. Therefore, im-
proving the feature extraction ability is suggested for future re-
search. Moreover, to make ZS-SBIR more practical for real-world
applications, the search speed of this method should be increased.
With the foundation established in our paper, we believe that striv-
ing in these directions will lead to improved performance.
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Figure 8: The figures from left to right illustrate the training process of the proposed model. We selected categories with 64-dimensional
features to demonstrate our results, and one color represents one class.

Figure 9: The figures from left to right illustrate the training process of the proposed model. We selected categories with 64-dimensional
features to demonstrate our results, and one color represents one class.
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Figure 10: The figures from left to right illustrate the training process of the proposed model. We selected categories with 64-dimensional
features to demonstrate our results, and one color represents one class.
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